Abstract: The analysis of structure and defective substructure of rail steel in uniaxial compression to a degree of 50% is carried out. It is revealed that cold hardening has a multi-stage character and is accompanied by fragmentations of pearlite grains which is in field as the degree of deformation increases and reaches \( \approx 0.4 \) volume of the foil studied at \( \varepsilon = 50\% \). The fragments being formed in ferrite plates are separated by low-angle boundaries. The average size of the fragmented ferrite decreases from 240 nm at \( \varepsilon = 15\% \) to 200 nm at \( \varepsilon = 50\% \). Concurrently with the ferrite fragmentation, fragments of cementite are also observed. It is found that the sizes of the cementite fragments are in a range of 15 to 20 nm and depend weakly on the degree of sample deformation. The cementite fragmentation is caused by deformation-induced carbon dissolution and dislocation-induced fracture. The carbon atoms diffuse from cementite crystal to dislocations, which move through an interplanar space to form particles of tertiary cementite at nanoscale (2–4 nm). It is found that the increase in the degree of deformation is accompanied by a decrease in the scalar and an excess dislocation density. A physical interpretation of the observations has been given.
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1. Introduction

Railway networks have increased consistently over the past decades. The share of railway transport accounts for significant rail freight turnover and passenger traffic. The continuous increase in the requirements for rail reliability under conditions of high axle loads and speeds necessitates the study of the rail’s behavior during long-term operation and the analysis of possible reasons for their replacement [1]. It seems possible to study the nature and evolution of structural-phase changes to rail steel during operation based on the analysis of the deformation behavior of metals under conditions of severe plastic deformation [2–5]. Under various types and modes of plastic deformation in crystalline materials with different types of crystal lattice, the fundamental phenomenon of fragmentation is observed, i.e., the deformation refinement of the structure down to 100–200 nm [6–8].

Rails are an important strategic product. The evolution of the structure and properties of the rails during plastic deformation is an important scientific and technical problem [9–14]. During tensile tests, three different types of slip bands were found in pearlitic steels [10]. These are formed as a result of shear deformation in pearlite colonies, at the interfaces of pearlite colonies, and at the ferrite/cementite interface. The application of the tensile test method to C70 pearlitic steel, together with X-ray diffraction analysis, shows that a 1.5-fold decrease in the interlamellar distance leads to an almost twofold increase in the critical shear stress in ferrite [11]. A micro compression test reveals a correlation between strain hardening, the evolution of the size of the coherent scattering region, and the dislocation density [12]. It was shown in [13] that the destruction of the pearlite structure in
9KhF steel during deformation by rolling and impact loading depends little on the loading conditions and begins with the initiation of microcracks in places of locally high stresses—along the “α-phase—cementite” interfaces. Under conditions of cyclic tensile-compressive deformation in pearlitic steel [14], cyclic softening occurred, which was presumably caused by the softening of the ferrite phase due to the reversible motion of dislocations.

Despite the difference in the deformation schemes, the general mechanisms for the formation and evolution of rail steel nanostructures during plastic deformation are the deformation-induced decomposition of cementite under the action of shear stresses, and the subsequent formation of nanosized tertiary cementite as a result of the migration of carbon atoms [15,16].

Thus, knowledge of regularities in the formation of structural-phase states and the properties of steel with a pearlite structure under various types of plastic deformation is necessary to control the process of strain hardening. In the current work, an analysis of the evolution of the structural-phase states of rail steel under plastic deformation by compression is carried out.

2. Materials and Methods

The material studied was DT 350 category rail samples of JSC ‘EVRAZ—West Siberian Metallurgical Plant’ (EVRAZ plc, Novokuznetsk, Russia) production, manufactured from a head of rails fabricated from a vacuum electric steel E76HF according to the requirements of Technical Specifications TU0921-276-01124333-2021 (Table 1). The sample shapes were parallelepipeds with sizes 10 × 5 × 5 mm. A uniaxial compressive deformation was performed at room temperature on a testing machine, Instron 3369 (Institute of High Current Electronics of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Tomsk, Russia) with a loading speed of 1.2 mm/min.

Table 1. Chemical composition of DT 350 category rails.

| Mass Fraction of Chemical Elements, % (the Rest is Fe) |
|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| C    | Mn    | Si    | P    | S    | Cr   | Ni   | Cu   | Ti   | Mo   | V    | Al   |
| 0.73 | 0.75  | 0.58  | 0.012 | 0.007 | 0.42 | 0.07 | 0.13 | 0.003 | 0.006 | 0.04 | 0.003 |

A metal structure was studied using the method of transmission (a method using thin foils) electron diffraction microscopy (TEM) [17–19] (instrument JEOL JEM 2100F, Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tomsk, Russia). Foils were prepared by electrolytic thinning to a thickness of ~ 200 nm on plates cut using the electric spark method from a middle part of a column parallel to a loading surface. A structural phase state of steel subjected to 15%, 30%, and 50% deformation was analyzed.

A scalar dislocation density ρ of each type of dislocation substructure (DSS) was measured using the technique described in [17–20]. Its values were determined by the formula:

\[ \rho = \frac{M}{t} \left( \frac{n_1}{l_1} + \frac{n_2}{l_2} \right) \text{ (cm}^{-2}\text{)} \]  

(1)

where \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) are the numbers of dislocation crossings of horizontal and vertical lines of \( l_1 \) and \( l_2 \) lengths, respectively; \( M \) is the magnification of a microphotograph; and \( t \) is the foil thickness (~200 nm).

The average scalar dislocation thickness of a volume fraction for each type of dislocation substructure was determined by the formula:

\[ \langle \rho \rangle = \sum_{i=1}^{Z} V_i \rho_i \text{ (cm}^{-2}\text{)} \]  

(2)
where $P_{Vi}$ is the volume fraction of the material occupied by the $i$-th type dislocation structure; $Z$ is the amount of DSS types; and $p_i$ is the scalar dislocation density in the $i$-th type dislocation substructure.

The excess dislocation density was detected using the disorientation gradient [20]:

$$\rho_{\pm} = \frac{1}{b} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \lambda} (cm^{-2})$$

(3)

where $b$ is the Burgers vector of dislocations, $\chi = \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial \lambda}$ is the curvature-torsion of a crystal lattice which was determined by changing the angle of foil inclination $\partial \phi$ in a microscope column using a goniometer and recording a displacement of the extinction contour $\partial \lambda$.

3. Results

Figure 1a shows a stress-strain curve obtained in the uniaxial compression of a rail sample. As a rule, a change in the cross-sectional area of samples using a method of loading such as this is ignored. Therefore, the diagram presented should be considered a conditional diagram of compression. The steel samples under the compression tests did not achieve the stage of fracture (Figure 1a) i.e., the ultimate compressive strength for them was not able to be determined. It is explained by the fact that the steel studied deforms severely without failure and the samples flatten out.

![Figure 1. A stress-strain curve of rail steel in the uniaxial compression (a) and its treatment in coordinates $\sigma = f (\varepsilon^{0.2})$ (b). The dotted lines in (a) indicate the elastic limit $\sigma_0$ of the material. Arrows indicate the positions of samples used for studying the structural-phase state of steel on the deformation curve.](image)

On the deformation curve of rail steel (Figure 1a), one can distinguish the stage of elastic deformation (stage I) and stage II of plastic deformation with a parabolic functional dependence $\sigma$-$\varepsilon$. The dotted lines indicate the elastic limit of the material, equal to $\sigma_0 = 900 - 930$ MPa. The analysis of the curves of cold hardening of metals is based on the doctrine about a stage character of cold hardening which reflects an evolution of dislocation structure in the process of deformation [21,22].

In the majority of cases the following stages are distinguished [21,23,24]: a transient (T) stage following the elastic limit, demonstrating either a growth or a decrease in the coefficient of cold hardening; it is immediately followed by stage II, with a high constant or nearly constant high hardening; next, at stage III, the coefficient of cold hardening decreases; and finally, at stage IV follows with a very low and constant coefficient of hardening (Figure 1b).

A stage character of the plastic flow is related to changes in the hardening mechanism and thus with quantitatively different defective structures originating at consecutive stages.
of the deformation curve [20]. A scientific paper [21] demonstrated a relationship between the structural behavior of the hardening stage’s character with linear portions along the hardening curve treated at the coordinates $\sigma = f (\varepsilon^{0.5})$. In the steel studied, the stage character of the material’s plastic flow was also detected along the cold hardening curve treated at the coordinates $\sigma = f (\varepsilon^{0.2})$ (Figure 1b).

In the initial state, the following constituents were revealed in the structure studied using a morphological feature: the pearlite grains of lamellar morphology, the grains of a ferrite-carbide mixture (containing grains of degenerated pearlite), and the grains of structure-free ferrite (ferrite grains in whose volume there are no carbide-phase particles) [1]. The main type of steel structure studied was pearlite grains whose relative content in the material was $\approx 0.7$; the relative content of the grains of the ferrite-carbide mixture was $\approx 0.26$; the balance ($\approx 0.04$) were grains of structure-free ferrite. In the volume of all steel structural constituents, indicated above, a dislocation substructure in the form of chaotically distributed dislocations, or more rarely, dislocation networks were observed. The scalar dislocation density determined by the techniques [17,20] in ferrite grains is $\langle \rho \rangle = 3.2 \cdot 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$; in pearlite grains it is $\langle \rho \rangle = 4.2 \cdot 10^{10}$ cm$^{-2}$.

Numerous transformations in the pearlite structure were observed. First, fragmentation intensified with a growing degree of deformation, reaching 0.37 of the foil volume at $\varepsilon = 50\%$. A characteristic electron-microscope image of the pearlite structure being formed at the given degree of deformation is shown in Figure 2a. Fragments being formed in ferrite plates are divided using low-angle boundaries (Figure 2b boundaries are indicated by arrows). With an increase in the degree of deformation, the average sizes of fragments of ferrite plates decrease from 240 nm at $\varepsilon = 15\%$ to 200 nm at $\varepsilon = 50\%$.

![Figure 2. A TEM image of the steel at $\varepsilon = 50\%$. (a)–fragmented structure; in (b) arrows indicate the low-angle boundaries being present in the ferrite plates of a pearlite colony.](image)

Simultaneously, with that in the ferrite plates, the fragments of cementite plates (Figure 3), whose sizes varied in a range between 15 and 20 nm and depend weakly on the degree of deformation, were observed.

![Figure 3.](image)
Figure 3. A TEM image of the steel deformed structure ($\varepsilon = 50\%$); (a)—bright field; (b)—microelectron diffraction pattern obtained from a foil portion whose image is given on (a); (c,d)—dark fields obtained in cementite reflections $[121] \text{Fe}_3\text{C}$ (c) and $[211] \text{Fe}_3\text{C}$ (d). On (b) arrows indicate reflections of dark fields, 1—(c), 2—(d).

Concurrent with the fragmentation, a failure of cementite plates was concurrently observed. The first mechanism of failure consisted of cutting the plates using mobile dislocations and carrying out carbon atoms, by them, to a stress field of dislocations [25,26]. The second mechanism consists of pulling the carbon atoms using dislocations from a cementite lattice due to a noticeable difference in the average binding energy of carbon atoms with dislocations (0.6 eV) and with iron atoms in the cementite lattice (0.4 eV) during the process of plastic deformation.

The carbon atoms, which migrated from the cementite crystal lattice to the dislocations, were carried out to an interplanar space and formed particles of a tertiary cementite (Figure 4). The sizes of the particles amounted to 2–4 nm.
A deformation of pearlite grains is accompanied by a transformation of the steel dislocation substructure. If in the initial steel structure, the dislocations were distributed quasi-uniformly through the volume of ferrite plates (Figure 5a) under deformation, the clusters of dislocations (Figure 5b) form around cementite particles.

It was detected that the increase in the degree of deformation was accompanied by a decrease in the scalar density of dislocations located in the volume of fragments (Table 2). This may be caused by an escape of a dislocation to low-angle boundaries in addition to their annihilation. Earlier a similar change in the dislocation substructure under deformation in fragments being formed was observed in the research [27–29].
Table 2. A dependence of the scalar \( \langle \rho \rangle \) and excess \( \rho_\pm \) dislocation density in fragments on the degree of deformation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dislocation Density, (10^{10}, \text{cm}^{-2} )</th>
<th>Degree of Deformation, ( \varepsilon, % )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \langle \rho \rangle )</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_\pm )</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us estimate the density of dislocations to form low-angle boundaries of fragments. It was shown that the density of dislocations can be calculated using low-angle boundaries using the following expression when the angle of boundary disorientation is known [17–19].

\[
\rho_{\text{bound}} = \frac{2\theta}{bd}, \text{(cm}^{-2})
\]

(4)

where \( \theta \) is the angle of disorientation between fragments, \( b \) is the Burgers vector of dislocations in a low-angle boundary, and \( d \) is the average size of a fragment.

It is possible to determine the azimuthal component of the whole angle of disorientation using a corresponding microelectron diffraction pattern (Figure 6) based on the relation

\[
\theta = \frac{\Delta}{R}, \text{(rad)}
\]

(5)

where \( \Delta \) is the value of the spreading of the diffraction maximum, and \( R \) is the length of the radius vector of the given reflection (Figure 6b).

Assuming \( b = 0.25 \text{ nm} \) and the value of the average size of fragments \( d = 200 \text{ nm} \), it is obtained:

\[
\rho_{\text{bound}} = \frac{2\theta}{bd} = 0.002 \text{ nm}^{-2} = 2.0 \cdot 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-2}.
\]

(6)
Taking into account that at $\varepsilon = 50\%$ a relative content of pearlite with a fragmented structure is around 0.37, finally, the density of dislocations concentrated in the low-angle boundaries of the fragments of steel studied can be obtained as follows:

$$\rho_{\text{bound}} = 0.37 \cdot 2.0 \cdot 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-2} = 7.4 \cdot 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-2}. \quad (7)$$

With a fraction of convention, it is possible to consider it to be a dislocation density in the steel at $\varepsilon = 50\%$, only this is not the scalar dislocation density.

A steel deformation is accompanied not only by pearlite fragmentation but also results in the formation of clusters of dislocations around cementite particles. The dislocation density in cementite particles is estimated using relation (1). For a steel structure shown in Figure 7 with $M = 44 \cdot 10^4$ and $t = 200 \cdot 10^{-7} \text{ cm}$, one obtains

$$\langle \rho \rangle = 9.8 \cdot 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-2}. \quad (8)$$

![Figure 7. A TEM image of the dislocation substructure being formed near cementite particles (indicated by arrows) at $\varepsilon = 50\%$.](image)

Considering that the pearlite content with a fragmented structure is 0.37, suppose that the remaining part of the steel structure (0.63) is occupied by particles surrounded by dislocations, similar to Figure 7. In this case, the scalar dislocation density in steel at $\varepsilon = 50\%$ amounts to

$$\langle \rho \rangle = 0.63 \cdot 9.8 \cdot 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-2} = 6.2 \cdot 10^{10} \text{ cm}^{-2}. \quad (9)$$

The analysis of the defective substructure of deformed steel using the methods of transmission electron microscopy has revealed bend extinction contours (Figure 8) in electron microscope images of the structure. Their presence indicates the curvature-torsion of a crystal lattice in the given area of the material, and therefore, in the internal stress fields, curving the thin foil, and correspondingly, strengthening the material [1,2].
Figure 7. A TEM image of the dislocation substructure being formed near cementite particles (indicated by arrows) at $\varepsilon = 50\%$.

Figure 8. A structure of the deformed rail steel ($\varepsilon = 50\%$). Arrows indicate the bend extinction contours. (a) 1 $\mu$m; (b) 200 nm.

By analyzing the bend extinction contours, it is possible to indicate the sources of internal stress fields i.e., to detect stress concentrators and estimate their relative value. As a result of the studies performed in this research, it is found that the sources of internal stress fields are the interfaces of grains and pearlite colonies (Figure 8a), cementite plates in pearlite grains (Figure 8b), and particles of the second phase (Figure 8b) located in the bulk of ferrite plates.

One of the characteristics of the curvature-torsion of a crystal lattice is the excess dislocation density $\rho_{\pm}$. The estimation of $\rho_{\pm}$ has shown that it decreases with the increase in the degree of steel deformation, similar to the value of scalar dislocation density (Table 2). The lower values $\rho_{\pm}$ in comparison with $\langle \rho \rangle$ might be related to the increase in the width of extinction contours, with a growth in the degree of deformation resulting in a decrease in fragment sizes.

4. Conclusions

1. The analysis of the defective substructure evolution of rail steel has revealed that cold hardening has a multi-stage character. Steel deformation is accompanied by a fragmentation of pearlite grains which intensifies as the degree of deformation increases and reaches $\approx 0.4$ of the material volume at $\varepsilon = 50\%$. With the increase in the degree of deformation, the average size of the fragments of the ferrite plates decreases, from 240 nm at $\varepsilon = 15\%$ to 200 nm at $\varepsilon = 50\%$.

2. The fragmentation of cementite plates has been detected. It is established that fragment sizes vary in a range between 15 and 20 nm and depend weakly on the degree of steel deformation. It is found that the failure of cementite plates is proceeded by the mechanisms of their dissolution and cut with mobile dislocations. It is shown that carbon atoms, having gone from the cementite crystal lattice, are carried out to an interplanar space and form the particles of tertiary cementite whose sizes are between 2 to 4 nm.

3. A formation of the non-uniform dislocation substructure due to a deceleration of dislocations by cementite particles is revealed in the process of steel deformation. The increase in the degree of deformation is accompanied by a decrease in the scalar and excess dislocation density, which may be caused by the escape of dislocation to low-angle boundaries in addition to their annihilation.
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